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Scientific interests

◦ Safety & Security in AI

Education

2023. PhD in Computer Science
Institute Polytechnique de Paris
joint with Sapienza University
Paris – FRANCE

2019. M. S. in Computer Science
Curriculum: Software Engineering
110/110 cum laude
Sapienza University
Rome – ITALY

2017. B. S. in Computer Science
106/110
Sapienza University
Rome – ITALY

Languages

Italian (native) • • • •
English • • • ◦
French • • ◦ ◦

Programming skills

Languages Python, Java,
(mainly used) Bash, SQL, HTML,

MATLAB, LATEX
Frameworks PyTorch, TensorFlow
DBMSs MySQL, PostgreSQL
OS MacOS, Linux

Windows

Current situation

Nov. 2019 – Jan. 2023. PhD Candidate in Computer Science

Institute Polytechnique de Paris (FR) joint with Sapienza University (IT).

Securing Machine Learning Algorithms
The goal of the thesis project is to develop rigorous techniques for building safe and
trustworthy AI systems.
(Abstract: http://www.theses.fr/s257648#)
Supervised by Catuscia Palamidessi (Lix, Inria, Institute Polytechnique de Paris,
FRANCE) & Pablo Piantanida (L2S, CentraleSupélec, CNRS, Université Paris Saclay,
FRANCE) and Daniele Gorla (Sapienza, ITALY).

Experience

AY 2020 – 2021. TA - Mécanismes de la programmation orientée-objet

AY 2019 – 2020. TA - Mécanismes de la programmation orientée-objet

École polytechnique.

Teaching Assistant. The course presents the advanced mechanisms of programming
languages, in particular the object-oriented features of Java.

Teaching coordinator: Benjamin Werner (École polytechnique, LIX – FRANCE).

Mar. 2019 – Jul. 2019. Research Internship (Erasmus+)

LIX, Inria - Saclay.

Modelling the diffusion of information in social networks to meet privacy and utility
guarantees.

Supervised by Catuscia Palamidessi (Lix, Inria, Institute Polytechnique de Paris,
FRANCE).
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Oral communications

Conference on Neural Information Processing Systems (Neurips2021). 6-14 December 2021,
Virtual. Paper.

DATAIA Workshop « Safety & AI » 2021. 13 December 2021, Centre Inria Saclay. Pitch.

Data Science & Artificial Intelligence DAY – 5eme Edition. 21 October 2021, Paris - Saclay.
Poster and Pitch.

6th International Colloquium on Theoretical Aspects of Computing (ICTAC2019). Oct 30 -
Nov 4 2019, Hammamet, Tunisia. Paper.

Awards and Scholarships

Vinci, Chapter II (2020). Competition for financing thesis in cotutelle between Italy and
France (4.700 e).

ACM Celebration of Women in Computing (womENcourage2019). 16-18 September (2019),
Rome, Italy. Challenge 3: AI and Welfare.

Erasmus+ (AY 2018 – 2019), 6 months mobility. (1.000 e).
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Thesis summary

PhD thesis

Securing Machine Learning Algorithms

Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) are nowadays deeply studied and used in many fields of computer science because of their
computation power and the amazing inferences they are able to perform. The surprising phenomenon related to them is the
contrast between their ability to correctly work in practice and the (almost total) absence of formal guarantees of their
correctness. Recently, the study of safety AI methods has gained ground, and many efforts have been made in several areas.
The goal of the thesis project will be to develop rigorous techniques for building safe and trustworthy AI systems. The thesis
will be developed mainly along with two notions: 1. ’Safety’ through the investigation of a simple method capable of detecting
whether a prediction of a classifier is likely to be correct, and therefore should be trusted, or it is not and should be rejected. 2.
’Security’ through the investigation of a method capable of detecting whether an input sample is adversarial or not, where for
adversarial input we mean input formed by applying small but intentionally worst-case perturbations to examples from the
dataset, such that the perturbed input results in the model outputting an incorrect answer with high confidence. In addition,
the thesis will include developments on the notion of differential privacy and how to estimate it with confidence.

Supervised by Pablo Piantanida (L2S, CentraleSupélec, CNRS, Université Paris Saclay, FRANCE), Catuscia Palamidessi (Lix,
Inria, Institute Polytechnique de Paris, FRANCE) and Daniele Gorla (Sapienza, ITALY).

Master thesis

Enhanced Models for Privacy and Utility in Continuous-Time Diffusion Networks

In a paper by Backes et al., propagation policies meeting utility and privacy requirements are proposed for controlling
information spreading in social networks. The thesis adapts their framework to include more realistic features, that in practice
influence the way in which information is passed around. Then, the thesis proposes an enhanced formulation of the
utility/privacy policies, for maximizing the spread of information among the users it is intended to reach and minimizing the
spread among the users it should not reach. With minor modifications,all the results presented by Backes et al. can be adapted
to the enhanced framework.
(Available at https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10207-020-00530-7)

Supervised by Daniele Gorla (Sapienza, ITALY) and Catuscia Palamidessi (Lix, Inria, Institute Polytechnique de Paris,
FRANCE).

Bachelor thesis

Polynomially Recognising Graphs Where Saturating Flows Are Always Maximum

This dissertation considers standard flows networks with capacity on edges. Starting from the characterization of graph
topologies ensuring that every saturating flow under every capacity to edge assignment is maximum, the dissertation provides a
polynomial-time algorithm for checking this property. Such a property is called edge-weakness. A notion strongly related to
edge-weakness is that of minimal edge separator (or mes). Finally, the dissertation shows the implementations of the algorithms.
(Available at http://wwwusers.di.uniroma1.it/~gorla/papers/granese.pdf)

Supervised by Daniele Gorla (Sapienza, Univ. Rome, ITALY).
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